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Bullet fragmentation preceding a contour shot: case study
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Abstract In medico-legal literature, only a small number of
publications deal with lethal injuries caused by shots with
modified guns. This might lead to the conclusion that such
cases are extremely rare. However, there are cases again and
yet again. During the investigation process, the modified gun
is of particular importance since it can show an unusual
ballistic behaviour. The present paper reports on a suicide of
a 60-year-old man, committed with a modified revolver and a
lead bullet. The man had a single gunshot wound with en-
trance at the right temporal bone. Autopsy revealed that the
bullet had fragmented into two major parts. The smaller one
stood outside the cranial cavity and pushed its way alongside
between the cranial bone and scalp to its end position in the
left temporal area. The bigger part entered the cranial cavity
and ended in the left parietal lobe. In shots on ballistic soap
and on a head-model, the ballistics of the weapon and lead
bullet were characterized. The angle necessary for bullet
fragmentation was determined by shots on ballistic soap and
turned out to be 55°–60° at a velocity of around 200 m/s. This
knowledge was transferred to contact shots on a head-model
consisting of a layered polyurethane sphere filled with 10 %
ballistic gelatine and covered with a skin-like cap almost all

around. The resulting injury pattern corresponded to the one
of the suicide person. The bigger bullet part entered the skull
while the smaller part pushed its way alongside between skin
and skull causing an outer contour shot. Furthermore, the
revolver was documented firing off two bullets by one trigger
pull—a phenomenon of importance for forensic casework the
authors have not found reported in forensic literature.
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Introduction

To determine the direction and distance of fire, gunshot
wounds must be interpreted correctly and carefully.
Therefore, the morphological characteristics of entrance
wounds [1–4] as well as those of exit wounds [3, 5–10] can
reveal important information. When interpreting the wounds,
the bullet itself and its ballistic characteristics have to be taken
into account. If a gun was modified, special attention has to be
paid to the resulting changes in ballistics. Furthermore, a
bullet can fragment into two (or more) parts during the process
of hitting a target and cause atypical injuries. The fragmenta-
tion of bullets has mainly been described due to an unstable
and tumbling flight after hitting another target first [11–13]. In
the case presented, a modified revolver was used to fire off a
lead projectile. The bullet fragmented into two major parts
without having hit another target first. The smaller part pushed
its way alongside between the cranial bone and scalp (outer
contour shot), while the larger part entered the cranial cavity.
Literature about contour shots is very scarce. When the bullet
hits the cranial bone from its inside, the concave bone struc-
ture causes a progressive change of the bullets direction [14].
The bullet then pushes its way alongside the internal concave
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bone structure between Dura and brain surface [14]. During
test shots to investigate the case, the modified revolver fired
two bullets with one shot—a phenomenon not described
before. Based on the case, the authors asked themselves the
following questions:

& Which velocity and which angle cause the fragmentation
of a lead bullet when hitting the cranial bone?

& Is the fragmentation of lead bullets into two parts
reproducible?

Case history

A 60-year-old man has been found with a single gunshot
wound to his head. He died 3 days later at the hospital.
Because of the background, a suicide was assumed.

Weapon and ammunition

A modified 45-year-old gas revolver (type RG6, calibre .22
Short) was found next to the body (Fig. 1). The barrel had
been exchanged for one including grooves and lands. The
locking devices inside the cylinder had been removed to be
able to insert longer and live bullets. Furthermore, adding a
ring for support had strengthened the cylinder. The ammuni-
tion used was a .22 Short lead round nose bullet.

Autopsy findings

The man showed a retained gunshot with entrance wound at
the right temporal bone with a small soot cave as sign of a
contact shot. The bullet had fragmented into two major parts.

One part (the smaller one) remained outside the cranial cavity
and pushed its way alongside between the cranial bone and
scalp to its end position in the left temporal area. Furthermore,
a deformed lead fragment was located within the left parietal
lobe. The left orbital bone was fractured with bleeding into the
surrounding tissue. The lungs were oedematous and also
showed chronic emphysema. The right coronary artery and
the ramus circumflexus were constricted. The heart weight
brought about the critical value of 500 g. Autopsy results were
compatible with the assumption of suicide.

Material and methods

Weapon and ammunition

All shots were fired with the modified revolver and lead
bullets (.22 Short lead round nose bullets from Remington
and Winchester, mass 1.8 g). The velocity was measured
2 m after the muzzle with two infrared light screens (LS 06,
Drello GmbH).

Muzzle velocity and impact angle determination

The function of the weapon, the bullet stability, and the overall
precision were assessed firing through the velocity measure-
ment devices at a cardboard target. The shots were then fired
on ballistic soap with an embedded 6-mm bone simulant
(polyurethane plate, PR0114.G, Synbone AG) at different
angles. The soap was arranged in a way that allowed both
major parts of a fragmenting bullet to be captured (Fig. 2).
The angles of incidence causing bullet fragmentation were
determined and documented (Fig. 2). To transfer the gained

Fig. 1 Modified gas revolver
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knowledge about angles to the situation of a headshot, contact
shots were fired on a head-model. The model consisted of a
layered polyurethane sphere (7-mm sphere model, PR0110.G,
Synbone AG) filled with 10 % ballistic gelatine and covered
with a skin-like cap (made of silicone with an integrated
matrix, also from Synbone AG) almost all around. All shots
were video-documented by means of a high-speed motion
camera (IDT X3) from a 90° side view.

Results

The bullets had an average muzzle velocity of 202 m/s and
average muzzle energy of 37 J.

The bullets started to fragment into pieces at an angle of
60° (Fig. 3). At an impact angle of 55°, the resulting pieces
were comparable to those found in the case with two major
parts (Fig. 4).

The angles of fragmentation at the plane bone-like/soap
surface were transferable to the head-model. Bullets of shots
at an angle of approximately 55° fragmented into two parts
when hitting the bone-like structure. The smaller part
continued its way outside the cranial cavity between the bone
and skin for a distance of 3–5 cm. The bigger part entered the
cranial cavity and ended there (Fig. 5).

On two given positions of the cylinder, the modified
revolver fired off two bullets for a single trigger pull. One
bullet was fired through the barrel, and with a little delay, a
second one was fired directly out of an adjacent cartridge
chamber of the cylinder. High-speed images showed that the
recoil of the cylinder squeezed and ignited the annular primer
of the second cartridge. The flight of the second bullet is
unstable, due to the absence of gyroscopic stabilization.

Reproducibility of two bullets being fired off

In total, 24 shots have been fired. The double shot happened
twice unexpectedly during the function test of the weapon.
The double shot could again be reproduced twice while being
filmed. When firing at the simulants, the faulty cylinder
positions were avoided to be able to reproduce the single
impact to the head of the victim.

Discussion

Investigators have to be aware that modifications of a gun can
change the initial ballistics completely, turning even a non-
lethal device into a lethal or life-threatening gun [15–17].
Modified guns are repeatedly used and encountered in foren-
sic casework, especially in suicide cases [17–27]. By modifi-
cation, the mandatory control and registration of firearms are
avoided [16]. The study presented focused on the ballistics of

Fig. 2 Shot (blue arrows) fired on ballistic soapwith an embedded 6-mm
bone simulant. The soap was arranged in a way that allowed to capture
both parts of a fragmenting bullet (blue arrows) and to determine the
angle (marked in yellow)

Fig. 3 High-speed picture of the
bullet separation
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lead bullets fired from a modified revolver used for suicide. It
was shown that the tested lead bullets can fragment into two
major parts when they hit the head-model with an angle of
55°–60°, what can easily be achieved when pointing the gun
to someone’s own head in order to commit suicide. The fact
that lead bullets can fragment into two pieces when hitting the
skull was reported before without investigating the range of
angle necessary for fragmentation [28]. In this study, a skin-
skull-brain model was used [29] to document and analyse the
behaviour of lead projectiles in the course of grazing shots
[28]. In this previous study, the skull had not been covered
with a skin replacement for the shots with lead bullets [28].

The ballistics of the fragmenting bullet was described as fol-
lows BDue to the bullet–body interaction with the poly-
urethane bone a small part of the projectile is torn off.
This fragment flies outside of the skull. The main part
of the projectile continues traveling within the artificial
skull and leads to the blow out of a large portion of the
skull^ [28]. The head-model used in our study was
covered with a skin-like material almost all around. The
advantage, compared with the skin-skull-brain model pre-
sented earlier [29], lies in a more realistic way of simu-
lating the natural conditions. Since the skin-like material
encloses the skull almost completely, it is fixed by itself
like the skin surrounding the head of a live person.
Therefore, the effect of the bullet part that remained out-
side the skull could be investigated more closely. In all
test shots, the smaller part of the bullet remained outside
the skull and pushed its way alongside between skin and
skull for a varying distance of 3–5 cm. In a living person,
the consequence will be an outer contour shot, as there
was in the case presented. Unlike other test shots with
lead bullets [28], the skull in our model did not fracture
nor did the skull of the person committing suicide. This
may be due to the fact that the modified revolver in our
study had a muzzle energy of 37 J compared to 227 J in
the other test shots [28]. Moreover, the curvature of the
head-model does not mirror the shape of a natural skull
exactly. Nevertheless, it has proven to be usable as a
model since the injury mechanism could be reproduced.

As side result in our test shots, the modified revolver turned
out to be able to fire off two bullets by a single trigger pull.
This was possible because rim fire cartridges were used. In
literature, no comparable data is reported. Still, this is an
exciting phenomenon that forensic investigators should be
aware of when they reconstruct shooting incidents and must
assess whether a particular case is a homicide or suicide.
Indeed, had the decedent fired one of the faulty positions, he

Fig. 4 Impact angles and
resulting lead pieces

Fig. 5 Schematic mechanism of bullet fragmentation and resulting
injury pattern
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would have showed two impacts, with one seemingly
originating from a destabilized shot. This also shows the
importance of performing test shots with the questioned
weapon in cases with atypical wounds or modified firearms.

Conclusions

& Lead bullets (.22 Short lead round nose bullets) fragment
into two major parts when they hit a bone-like material
with an angle of 55°–60° and a velocity around 200 m/s.

& The bigger part enters the skull while the smaller part
pushes its way alongside between skin and skull causing
an outer contour shot (Fig. 5).
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